






























inspiration



site +
environment 
Understanding the 
surrounding of the 
site, while having a 
visualization of the 
work office and schools 
around in yongsun-gu



building + 
landscape
Bringing in a perspective as to the position of the 
building on the site, by bringing a connection with 
the environment and art works on the site.



entrace + 
movement
The beginning of the interior layout 
of rooms and spaces by representing 
the right and left sides of the brain’s 
activity. This also starts the evolution 
of movement throughout the building 
and the multiple entrances that will 
enhance each space for its purpose.
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sitting zone
cubicals
pattern rooms (3)
light room
dark room
outdoor sitting
bridge connection
pond + letter light
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caffee + storage
sandroom
playroom
cubical sitting
welcome center
bathroom (2)
storage
big block sitting
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22.

eco hill-side park
conservation pit + bamboo scenery
scented room light play
scented room relax
scented room proactive
light + meditation room
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floor plans
A brain is divided by two sides.The 
right side emphasis on a creative and 
artistical perspective, and the left being 
a methodical and analytical way of 
thinking. The middle section will become a 
combination of both personas. Every room 
and section of the building creates several 
ways to integrate different characteristics 
for everyone to feel welcomed

23.
24.

netting zone
stargazing room

second floor
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section
perspective
Illustration showing few of 
the rooms in detail, while 
also creating an atmosphere 
and sensual flow. This 
beginnings the awakeing 
of different personalities. 

conservation pit + scented light room

coffee shop + welcome center













wood +
concrete
The model is at a 1/8 scale with 
wooden and concrete details, with 
featured abstract objects symbolizing 
the landscape and artwork around 
the site. The focus of the model 
emphasizes on texture, detail, and 
lighting. The model starts the concept 
to promote wellness and empathy to be 
recognized for those using the facility.





sweet spots
Pictures focusing on sweet 
spots around the model with 
light, texture, and materiality.



bringing
in life








